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Your Pregnant & Postpartum Body

You Grew &
Birthed a Baby!
YOUR BODY HAS CHANGED

You have just completed the most amazing physical feat!
Pregnancy and childbirth can really take it out of you, physically,
mentally & emotionally. But, I do want you to take a moment and
celebrate what your body has done. You are AMAZING, Mama! Now, let's
get you feeling incredible too.
Your body has undergone major transformation in the last year (or
more). Your body conceived, grew and birthed a tiny human! And now it
is changing again to a post pregnancy body.
You may want to dive right into a Booty Bootcamp or a 5K run to try and
lose the 'baby weight' - BUT, I'm here to tell you why that's not practical
(or safe). Depending on your pregnancy and your body things might be a
little different or a whole lot different. But that doesn't make it worse,
just different. There are new symptoms to pay attention to, and new
factors to consider when exercising.
Once we know the symptoms to watch for, we can adapt our activities
and strategies to either help fix the root cause, or be able to function
despite the issue. You are already one step closer to being the confident
badass mama that your little one(s) think you are!
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POSTPARTUM CHANGES
THAT AFFECT EXERCISE:

C-Section (recovery & scaring)
Exhaustion
Hip Width Changes
Lack of Sleep
Larger Feet/Dropped Arches
Lung Capacity
Muscle Weakness
Nursing Boobs
Pelvic Floor
Weakness, Endurance,
Timing & Tearing
Posture Changes
Stretched Muscles/Tissues
Core & Pelvic Floor
Weight Gain
Unstable Joints

Symptoms to Watch For

Pain
This one seems obvious. But, as mamas we are used to pushing
through our pain to accomodate everyone else. I don't know
how many times I have thought to myself "no pain, no gain". But
this isn't the next day soreness kind of pain we are talking
about.

We want to pay attention to pain that is brought on or made
worse by activity. We want to look at our daily chronic pain and
try to pinpoint the root cause.

The changes that come from pregnancy & postpartum can be
quite

drastic

organs

have

for

the

shifted

body.
around.

Bones,
Our

muscles,

bodies

are

ligaments
just

and

physically

different now. So, we need to ensure that the way we move is
not hurting in places that didn't hurt before.

Common areas of pain are:
Lower Back
Neck & Shoulders
Pelvic Region (internally & externally)
Hip/Sacrum Complex
C-Section or Abdominal

We want to keep our workouts to less
than a 6/10 next day soreness level.
You still have to Mom the next day!

Pressure

What is causing the pain?

Heaviness.

Any number of things could be the root cause. Commonly we

Feeling like a tampon is about to fall out.

Sometimes

it

comes

and

goes,

or

it

may

be

a

constant

uncomfortable feeling of fullness in your vagina/labia region.

This

feeling

of

pressure

in

your

postural changes (how we hold baby all day long),
muscle weakness (Diastasis Recti - core & glutes), scar
tissue tension (tearing, structural adhesions or surgical
incisions (c-sections, episiotomy), joint instability (hip changes
& impact of relaxin on the body), and compensatory form
look to

Things just don't feel right down there.

pelvic

organ/floor

area

happens for 1 in 6 women postpartum and can be diagnosed
as Pelvic Organ Prolapse (or POP for short). Simply speaking,
POP is when one (or more) of the organs in pelvis has shifted
position and does not return after delivery.

The severity ranges from a slight shift to having the organ

(tight, weak, stuck muscles combined with lack of awareness &
exhaustion).

Your workout should bring you energy
& enjoyment, not pain & suffering.

protrude out of your body. Thankfully, with early diagnosis, lots
can be done to help you deal with POP.

Knowing your symptoms and really tuning into your body can
help you manage your symptoms and help you return to many
of the activities you enjoy.

If

you

suspect

POP,

please

reach

out

to

a

Pelvic

Floor

Physiotherapist or a Certified Postpartum Personal Trainer and
discuss your symptoms so you can strategize your activities.

Improper

management

of

POP

can

lead

to

worsening

the

serverity, but the sooner you get treatment, the sooner you can
feel better.
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Symptoms to Watch For

Peeing
We are told it is normal to leak a bit when we exercise, after all,
we just had a baby.

Common yes; Normal? NO.

Activities like running, jumping, skipping, and even some heavy
lifting can cause many mamas to leak urine (&/or even feces).

Most common types of incontinence:

Stress

(pressure

exerted

on

your

bladder

by

coughing,

sneezing, laughing, exercising or lifting something heavy)

Urge

(sudden,

intense

urge

to

urinate

followed

by

an

involuntary loss of urine)

Overflow

(frequent or constant dribbling of urine due to a

bladder that doesn't empty completely)

Mixed

(you

experience

more

than

one

type

of

urinary

incontinence)

These are often due to:
Weak pelvic floor muscles

Peaking

Unable to manage intra abdominal pressure
Overly tight pelvic floor muscles
Improper contraction timing

Peaking refers to a ridge-like protrusion that appears in your
stomach when you are not able to manage the internal pressure
properly

Any amount of unwanted leaking is
considered dysfunctional.

in

your

core.

It

looks

like

a

little

mountain

range

popped up from your sternum to your pubic bone (or any part
in-between).

Typically this is seen and diagnosed as Diastasis Recti, which
Because it has been passed onto us as 'normal', and can feel

means a separation of the Rectus Abdominis muscle (6-pack

embarrassing, many mamas do not seek help. There is so much

muscles).

that can be done to help you reduce or stop leaking during
Diastasis Recti is a completely natural and amazing strategy

exercise (or, you know... laughing, jumping, sneezing, etc.).

built into the human body. It allows us to grow a baby to full
I recommend that all mamas who are experiencing leaking seek

gestation without ripping apart muscle & tendons. Even babies

an appointment with a Pelvic Floor Physiotherapist to discuss

are born with a diastasis as their organs take up so much room

their symptoms and create a treatment plan.

in their tiny bodies.

Stopping leaking is not all about doing more Kegals day in and

The gap can range from 1-5+ cm and is present in almost 98% of

day out. There are many other techniques and strategies we can

women in the 3rd trimester & early postpartum. The core will

put in place to have you leak free during exercise.

naturally close this gap as the uterus shrinks back to its regular
size and the other abdominal organs shift back. The dysfunction
comes when you are unable to successfully manage the internal
pressure created when you crunch, sneeze, twist, do overhead
movements etc.

Diastasis

Recti

has

gotten

a

bad

rap

in

recent

years

and

everyone is worried about 'closing the gap' between the two
muscles.

Ideally, we want to focus on creating adequate tension in the
deep abdominals to help strengthen the core, reduce back pain
& create that toned stomach.

You can have a gap in your abdominals
and still have a functioning strong core.
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STRONG MAMA
STRENGTH WITHIN HER

SCHEDULE
Workout A
Walk 20-30 mins
(on your own if possible)
Rest Day
Workout B
Walk 20-30 mins
(on your own if possible)
Rest Day
Optional Walk Day

WORKOUT A
Complete as 2 circuits - Perform 1A, 1B, 1C & rest 1 minute (repeat 2 more times)
Rest 2 minutes between circuits. Perform 2A, 2B, 2C & rest 1 minute (repeat 2 more times)

Circuit 1
1A - STANDING BAND LIFTS - 10 REPS
- Maintain good alignment, stay tall, keep ribs over hips, exhale on exertion

1B - STRAIGHT-ARM PULLDOWN - 10 REPS
- Ribs over hips, maintain neutral spine, keep arms straight, pull down on exhale

1C - STEP-UP - 8 REPS/SIDE
- Use glutes to pull yourself up, lower under control, keep hips square

Circuit 2

WARM UP/MOBILITY

2A - ONE-ARM SPLIT-STANCE ROW - 10 REPS/SIDE

- Core Connection Breath
- 90/90 stretch/mobility
- Half-Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch
- Glute Bridge
- Open Book
- Clamshell
- Cat/Cow
- BW Squats
- 10 each (or 5/side) or more if needed

2B - HIP THRUST - 15 REPS

- Lunge forward, lean over front leg, squeeze back of leg & glutes, row on exhale
- Roll into & out of this position, squeeze glutes to lift hips, don't hyperextend lower
back, keep your ribs down

2C - HALF-KNEELING BAND OVER HEAD PRESS - 8 REPS/SIDE
- Keep hips & shoulders square, squeeze glutes, exhale to press band

WORKOUT B
Complete as 2 circuits - Perform 1A, 1B, 1C & rest 1 minute (repeat 2 more times)
Rest 2 minutes between circuits. Perform 2A, 2B, 2C & rest 1 minute (repeat 2 more times)

COOL DOWN
- Half-Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch
- Doorway Chest Stretch
- Seated Forward Fold
- Spinal Twist w Glute Stretch
- Overhead Tricep Stretch
- Core Connection Breath
- Remind Yourself You Are AMAZING!

Circuit 1
1A - HIP THRUST HOLD - 2 REPS OF 30 SECONDS
- Roll into & out of position, squeeze glutes, breathe normally, ribs down

1B - HALF-KNEELING PALLOF PRESS - 6 REPS/SIDE
- Keep hips & shoulders square, squeeze glutes, exhale to press band

1C - SQUAT TO BOX - 15 REPS
- Anchor ribs down, inhale as you lower, exhale on exertion, tap bum on box/don't sit
down

Circuit 2

HOW TO REACH ME:
Renee Groenland, CPT
Email: info@strellewellness.com
Website: www.strellewellness.com
Instagram: @strellewellness
Facebook: @strellewellness

2A - SEATED ROW WITH BAND - 10 REPS
- Sit on sitz bones with neutral spine, initiate pull with back, don't shrug shoulders

2B - SINGLE-LEG GLUTE BRIDGE - 8 REPS/SIDE
- Maintain neutral spine, squeeze glutes to lift hips, small range of motion, press foot to
sky

2C - SINGLE-ARM CHEST PRESS - 8 REPS/SIDE
- Roll into & out of position, elbow slightly tucked, inhale as you lower, exhale on
exertion, keep glutes/core tight
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Whats Next?

HOW STRELLE CAN HELP

Renee Groenland, Postnatal Personal Trainer

I didn't want to accept that as my new
normal. I loved to run, but didn't want to
wear a pad every time I went out. And all the
plank challenges and HIIT workouts were
not helping my core feel strong and toned
like promised.
I dug into postpartum training and have
been hooked on all of the information
coming out. Mom's don't have to suffer and
accept anything less than amazing.
I feel stronger and better than before kids!
And this is my dream for you too!

How can I help?
I help moms gain back the energy and
confidence that they long for without relying
on coffee and belly binders.
I offer workout programming, support and
guidance - all online so you don't have to
organize childcare or sit in traffic. We review
your current environment, your goals and
set strategies and habits in place to ensure
this doesn't become a quick 6-week fix, but a
lifestyle you want to maintain.
Are you looking forward to meeting the
demands of your kids' energy and chase
them around the field all day? Are you
excited to slide into a pair of sexy jeans and
rock that date night out? Are you ready to be
a strong ass mama who can carry those
groceries and toddler to the car with ease?
The saying goes - you can't pour from an
empty cup - so let's grab some water & chat
about how we can keep yours overflowing
with strength and confidence!
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YOU DESERVE TO FEEL
LIKE A STRONG,
SEXY & CONFIDENT
BADASS MAMA!

Navigating fitness after babies was a
struggle for me. So much misinformation
and pressures to "get your pre-baby body
back". And many of the health professionals
that we trust and see tell us to do what we
were doing before, listen to your body. Mom
groups online all complain about the same
things and tell each other that it is normal
now, 'we did just have babies, afterall'!

